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Tactical Positioning 
 
The dynamic driving equity markets started to change over the last two weeks with the vaccine news suddenly 
switching investor attention away from 'stay at home' winners to more economically sensitive stocks in un-loved 
sectors such as energy, leisure and financials. Whilst quality growth stocks in sectors such as technology and 
healthcare should continue to perform well, there is little doubt that the stock market recovery is now broadening 
out. We have reacted to this by adding index-tracking equity exposure which captures the full mix of industry 
sectors, as well as revisiting small and mid-cap companies that have suffered this year. At the same time, we are 
trimming some of our 2020 winners and cutting gold which has become increasingly volatile and has lost much of 
the momentum seen in the first half of the year. Overall, we expect this re-calibration of our portfolios to give us 
better access to the recovery. In aggregate, however, we are keeping our bias towards ‘quality growth’ companies. 

 

Market Moves 

 Equities (incl. Dividends) 

15-Nov-20 World ($) US ($) Europe1 (€)  UK (£) Japan (¥) EM ($)      Asia ($) 

Month to Date 9.6% 9.7% 12.4%  13.5% 8.4% 6.7%  6.6% 

Year to Date 8.1% 12.2% -2.1%   -13.8% 1.9% 11.2%   11.7% 

              

 Commodities   Currencies (vs. USD)  Gov't 

 COM2 ($) Gold ($) WTI Oil ($)  EUR GBP JPY  UST 10Y3 

Month to Date 2.6% 0.6% 12.1%  1.6% 1.9% 0.0%  2bps 

Year to Date -8.5% 24.5% -34.3%   5.5% -0.5% 3.8%   -102bps 
Note: 1Europe excluding UK; 2Bloomberg Commodity Index; 3US Treasury 10 Year Yield shows absolute, not percentage, change in yield; Source: Bloomberg 
 

 
Even by 2020’s standards, the first two weeks of November proved highly dramatic. Joe Biden’s lead in the polls 
prior to the election meant, to some, that his election as the 46th president of the United States was a foregone 
conclusion; commentators proclaimed that the odds of a Biden landslide stood at a lofty 80%. Better still for the 
Democrats, they were projected to take control of the Senate and retain the House of Representatives. The wave 
on the horizon was blue.  
 
As votes came in, however, it appeared that Donald Trump’s appeal was greater than most had anticipated. He gave 
the Democrats a scare, as states like Florida and Ohio unexpectedly turned red. As it stands, 73 million American 
citizens voted for President Trump – the most for any sitting president in history. Yet, unless his legal case of voter 
fraud gains credible traction, Trump will become the first president since George H W Bush to leave the Oval Office 
after just one term. Meanwhile, the Republicans appear to have maintained control of the Senate (although the 
run-off elections in January could change this). 
 
The potential for a political stalemate, whereby a Republican Senate can temper some of the new president’s 
policies has been perceived as good for equity markets and the Nasdaq index rallied 9.0% between 1st and 6th 
November. 
 
Markets were initially buoyed by the idea of a Democratic president ushering in greater fiscal stimuli. Then, once it 
became clear that a Republican Senate was likely, the market rallied on the fact that Biden’s proposed tax hikes and 
clampdown on big tech names would be difficult to implement and that the Federal Reserve would need to maintain 
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extraordinary monetary stimulus for an extended period (to make up for the lack of fiscal stimuli). A Republican 
Senate means that Biden’s ambitious fiscal spending plans will be watered down.  
 
On 9th November, just as the election result became clearer, Pfizer announced that trial results show that their 
COVID-19 vaccine candidate is more than 90% effective. At last, a light at the end of the COVID-19 tunnel. Markets 
rose rapidly, with the Dow Jones Industrial average leaping over 5%. The global rally added more than $1.8tn to the 
value of the MSCI All Country World Index, whilst gold, a traditional safe-haven asset, dropped almost 4% on the 
day. 
 
The positive vaccine announcement triggered a style rotation within equity markets. Many of the high-flying growth 
stocks of 2020 that had benefitted most from the stay-at-home lockdown lifestyle during the pandemic 
underperformed, as investors focused on the companies that would benefit from a return to normal life. Shares in 
leisure, retailers and cyclical industrial companies rose. Small-cap stocks outperformed large-cap stocks, as is often 
the case when the world emerges from the depths of an economic crisis.  
 
Time will tell whether these swings are temporary. COVID-19 cases, hospitalisations and deaths are still rising and 
much will depend on the speed and scale of vaccine distributions, as well as the size of the stimulus package that a 
Biden administration is able to squeeze past the Senate. The economic outlook in the near term remains uncertain 
and further lockdowns will dampen demand in the short term. Further out, the potential for widespread distribution 
of multiple vaccines should be supportive of a strong economic recovery.    
 

Economic Updates 
 
In the US, non-farm payrolls came in stronger than expected with 638k jobs added. The unemployment rate fell to 
6.9% while the labour force participation rate picked up to 61.7% from 61.4% the previous month. This followed a 
strong October ISM manufacturing reading of 59.3 (versus expectations of 56). The October ISM Services indicator 
came in below expectations, but a reading of 56 remained firmly in expansionary territory. 
 
Eurozone GDP rose 12.6% in the three months to the end of September reversing most of the 12.8% fall experienced 
in the second quarter. GDP for the bloc is around 4.4% lower than a year earlier.  The UK economy grew by 15.5% 
in the third quarter. Economists polled had expected a 15.8% quarter-on-on quarter expansion following the 
unprecedented plunge of 19.8% in the previous quarter. This means that the UK's GDP is still at 2014 levels and is 
down 8.3% on its February level.  
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Important Information 
 
The information contained herein (the “Information”) has been prepared by the Stanhope Group. The Stanhope Group comprises Stanhope 
Capital (Switzerland) SA and its subsidiaries, including Stanhope Capital LLP, Stanhope Capital SAS and Stanhope Capital (Cayman) Limited. 
Stanhope Capital (Switzerland) SA is a company incorporated in Switzerland and a member of the Swiss Association of Asset Managers (SAAM), 
a Self-Regulating Body approved by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Stanhope Capital LLP is a limited liability 
partnership incorporated in England and Wales authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Stanhope Capital SAS is a 
“Société par Actions Simplifiées” incorporated in France and regulated by the Autorité de Marchés Financiers (AMF). Stanhope Capital (Cayman) 
Limited is incorporated in the Cayman Islands and is registered with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority. Acceptance of delivery of any 
part of this Information constitutes acceptance to the conditions of this legal disclaimer. 
 
The Information attached is being disclosed by the member of the Stanhope Group indicated in the Information and exclusively to the intended 
recipient (the “Recipient”). 
 
The Information does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any investment fund or other financial products. The 
Information does not constitute investment advice or advice with respect to the suitability of any investment. 
 
Restrictions 
The Information is private and confidential and provided for information purposes only. No part of the Information is to be distributed, copied 
or disseminated directly or indirectly to anyone other than the Recipient and its professional advisers (for the sole purposes of obtaining 
advice). The Information should not be relied upon for tax, auditing or other purposes. The Information is not intended for any person in any 
jurisdiction (by way of nationality, residence, domicile or otherwise) where the publication or availability of it would be in contravention of any 
applicable law or regulation. 
 
Opinions, estimates and statements contained in the Information constitute judgments of the Stanhope Group at the time of their preparation 
and are subject to change without notice. 
The value of investments can fall as well as rise; potential income or profits are accompanied by the possibility of loss. The Recipient may not 
receive back the original amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future results. Performance figures included in the 
Information are unaudited except where indicated. Please refer to the risk warning notes provided next to any performance figures included 
in the Information. In certain circumstances prices stated may be historic because of the delay in obtaining prices and/or valuations from third 
parties. Valuations are based on either market prices available at the time of the preparation of the Information or on the Stanhope Group’s 
reasonable estimates thereof at the time made. Valuations based upon other models or assumptions or calculated as of another date or time 
may result in different values. The valuation or returns on investments in currencies other than the base currency of a client’s account may 
increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. 
 
The Stanhope Group may recommend or make investments for its clients in illiquid or volatile instruments or funds which may carry a high 
degree of default risk or in funds which utilise leverage/gearing which can exaggerate performance and may lead to large falls in value. 
 
Any description of any investment process or investment management process described in the Information may change from time to time at 
the discretion of the Stanhope Group or otherwise. 
While reasonable skill, care and diligence have been taken to ensure that the Information was accurate as at the date of writing, the Stanhope 
Group has not verified and accepts no legal responsibility for any third-party Information. In addition, the Stanhope Group makes no 
representation, warranty, undertaking or guarantee, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the Information and opinions 
therein. No members of the Stanhope Group shall be responsible for or have any liability to any Recipient or third party for losses or damages 
(whether consequential, incidental or otherwise) arising (i) out of errors, omissions or changes in market factors, conditions or circumstances 
or (ii) from making any use of the Information. 
The Information does not replace, supplement or amend the contractual documentation entered between the relevant member of the 
Stanhope Group and the Recipient, including but not limited to (i) the required qualifications of the Recipient in order for such Recipient to 
receive the Information and (ii) the disclaimers and limitation of liability contained in such contractual documentation. Further, the Information 
does not replace, supplement or amend the documentation applicable to any investment fund or other financial products referred to in the 
Information. 
 
United Kingdom 
To the extent that the Information is aimed at residents of the United Kingdom, the Information has been approved for issue in the United 
Kingdom by Stanhope Capital LLP. Stanhope Capital LLP’s advice is categorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as “restricted” because it 
advises on investment funds, which are only one type of “retail investment product”. Stanhope Capital LLP does not provide investment advice 
on other retail investment products, such as life insurance, stakeholder pensions or personal pension schemes. 
 
France 
Stanhope Capital SAS does not provide investment advice on retail investment products, such as life insurance, stakeholder pensions or 
personal pension schemes.  
 
United States 
The Information is not intended for residents of the United States or for any U.S. Person. The Information is not an offer to sell any securities 
to or for the benefit of United States persons or the solicitation of any offer to buy securities on the part of or for the benefit of any such United 
States persons. For the avoidance of doubt a U.S. Person does not include a U.S. Citizen resident outside the U.S. 


